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1. Introduction . .-'.••

Let us consider,a neutron moving with a velocity v in a magnetically-ordered
medium. If the ordering is ferromagnetic one, a mean magnetic field Но ф 0 exists
in the medium. In this case the neutron magnetic moment is precessing around
the field direction with the frequency wo = цНо/h, where fi is the value of the
neutron magnetic moment and h is Planck's constant. The precession pitch /q is
given by: •

/o = 2тг1)/ш0 = 27Tu/i/(/i#0) . (1)

If Ho ~ 101 Gs (as is usual for ferromagnets) and v ~ 102 — 103 rn/scc (as is usual
for reactor neutrons), it follows from (1) that./0 ~ 10~3 — 10~2 cm.

Now let us consider a medium with antifcrromagnetic ordering. There exists a
space-periodic magnetic field in such medium. If the magnetic ordering is spiral,
the clockwise' and counter-clockwise rotations are non-equivalent. Such type of or-
dering takes place in 55-autiferromagnets (such as MnAu2, Ho, TbAsO^) and in
55-antiferromagnets (such as Cr^BcO^, FeGej, #oC 2 ) (we use the classification

°П1]) : _ . . • . . •
It is shown in the present paper that if a neutron moves in such a medium, its

magnetic moment also processes, though the precession frequency is less than in a
fcrromagnct. One may manage the procession frequency (and pitch)' using a small
external magnetic field.

Let us note that we are considering only the nonresonant case, when the neu-
tron wave vector docs not satisfy the resonant reflection relation.

Magnetic ordering in almost all antiferromagnets is one-dimensional, but or-
dering in two or three directions is also possible in some cases [1, 2]. Therefore,
we will consider the general problem of neutron magnetic moment precession in a
magnetic field with crystal type symmetry.

Let us'also note the following. The problem of neutron motion in a crystal
magnetic field is analogous to the problem of neutron motion in a crystal with
antiferromagnetjc ordering of nuclear spins which was investigated in [3].; There,
however, the author only considered the case of antiparallel spin orientation. As
a result, the following conclusion is drawn in [3]:. the neutron magnetic moment
precession in antiferromagnets does not take place if one does not take into ac-'
count the damping of the neutron wave. Meanwhile, if one takes neutron wave
damping into account, the neutron magnetic moment may precess under certain
relationships of the damping coefficients. ,

We consider a completely different effect here. Our effect is connected with
the non-collincarity of the magnetic field vectors at different points of the crystal.
The effect vanishes if the ihagnctic field has only one Cartesian component in the
entire crystal. The effect under consideration is not connected with neutron wave
damping. •,. .
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2. Formulation of the Problem

Let us consider a crystal where the following space-periodic magnetic field H(f)
is present:

{iQr) , H_$ = Щ , Hs = 0, (2)

where г is the radius vector, Q belongs to the inverse lattice L and " means a
complex conjugation. The condition ffg = 0 means that the ordering is antiferro-
magnetic.

Let us consider a neutron moving in this crystal. In the present paper we only
consider the non-resonant case. It means that the neutron wave vector fc does not
satisfy the resonant reflection condition, i.e., that:

Q(Q - 2k) ф 0 for all Q e L , 0 ф 0 . • (3)

We also neglect the neutron-nuclear interaction. So, the Hamiltonian of the neu-
tron has the form:

H = Ho + V , (4)

where Ho is the Hamiltonian of the free neutron and V describes the interaction
with the magnetic field (2):

Но = - ^ / Л , V=-/iH(f)d, (5)

where m is the neutron mass, Д is the Laplasian operator and the single " marks
2 x 2-matrices which act on the spin variable: / is the unit matrix and a =
{<j(l>, <r<2>, <r<3>} are Pauli matrices.

Let us letter the eigenvectors of the free Hamiltonian H o as \k, a >, where к
is the neutron wave vector and a = ±1 is the spin variable. On the |A, a >-basis
the Hamiltonians Ho and V have the form:

Ho = X : | ^ | f c , a > < * , a | , • (6)

V = - / ^ E E |fc,<2>i?<j5w <fc-<3,<*'| . (7)
0eLic,a,a'

where 3a,a' are components of corresponding Pauli matrices. :;
The free Hamiltonian Ho is degenerate on a, i.e., the energy of the free neutron

does not depend on spin. In the next point we shall show that this degeneration
is removed due to the perturbation V. We shall construct the eigenvectors of
the Hamiltonian Ho+V and calculate the difference between ithc spin-different
eigenvalues. After that, calculation of the precession frequency and pitch will be
made in the standard way. i:



3. Solution of the Problem

As Я 3 = 0 and к satisfies (3), the following equality is fulfilled for all fc, k' and
a,a' = ± 1 :

<fc,e |V | fc ' ,a '>=0. (8)

So, the usual first-order secular equation has only a zero solution.
Therefore, let us use the second-order secular equation [4]. It is formulated

in the following way. Let the free Hamiltonian H o be degenerate; let also the
perturbation V have the following zero elements:

N

Ho = E^2\n><n\+ J2 En\n><n\ ; < rn]V\n >= 0 , m,n = l, ...N. (9)
n=l n>N

Then the "right" zero-order combinations

|*<™> > = £ C<m>|n > , rn = l,...N, (10)
n=l

which describe the eigenvectors of the full Hamiltonian, Ho+V, and the corre-
sponding first-order energy shifts, 6E^ = £('"' — E, m = 1,.. .N, are givnn by
the iV solutions of the following eigenvalue problem:

' N

8ECn = '£lDnpCp,n = l,...N, (11)
p=i

where
|У|

In our case degeneration occurs by the spin index a. As (3) is fulfilled, the
secular equation does not mix eigenvectors corresponding to different wave vectors.
So-in our case the eigenvalue problem (H) realizes for each к in the form of an
equation for a two-dimensional spinor \ф >:

6Е\ф>=Ь(к)\ф> , (13)

where the 2 x 2-matrix D{k) is given by:

h

Let us take into account that

£ ещр5W , i, j = 1,2,3, (15)



where 5ij is the Kronecker symbol and £1JP is the unit antisymmetric 3 x 3 x3-tensor.
Using (2) and (15), one can rewrite (14) in the form: •

AJ + B3, (16)

where

and where 5R and Q' mean real and imaginary parts, respectively, and x means the
vector product. One can see from (17) (hat A and В are real values.

Due to (16), one can rewrite (13) as:

SE\4> > = А\ф > +В5\ф > . (IS)

As vector В is real, we may to choose the coordinate system {.ri(^)^ra(A')r
with the .тд-axis parallel to B. Equation (IS) has the following form in this coor-
dinate system:

6Е\ф > = А\ф > +\В\дМ\ф > . (19)

The eigenvalue problem (19) has two solutions:

\ф+ > = \ф+(к) > = ( J ) . \Ф- > = №-(£) > = ( J )
(20)

So, if |Л| ф 0, spin degeneration disappears. Eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian (4)
have the form \k > ®\ф±{к) >, where О means the tensor product and |A- > arr
space plane waves.

Let «s consider the vector |V> >= \k > ®\ф >, where \ф >— ф\\ф+ >
+ф-\\ф- >. This vector evolves in the following way:

where t is time. Tlierefore, the evolution of the neutron magnetic moment in this
state is given by:

}
(22)

Wo see that, the neutron magnetic moment, processes about, the vector В direction
with the frequency w:

w = 2|2J|//». (23)
б



As the neutron velocity v = lik/m, the precession pitch / is given by:

/ = 2тгы/и> = ж1?к/{т\В\) . (24)

4. Solution Analysis

We need to analyse- relations (17), (23), (24).
a) Let us consider the ciise when only one Cartesian component of the vector

field # ( r ) differs from zero in the entire space: &(r) = Hoh(r), Ho = canst. In
this case HQ = H0IIQ for all Q <= L, and ко ЙЯд х ffi/fy = 0 for all Q e L.
Therefore. В = 0. So, the neutron magnetic moment does not process in я field of
such kind, specifically in LSW- and TSU'-antiferroinagnots [1].

I)) Now let us consider the crystal with a centre of inversion. Ixi this case the
magnetic field is an even one or an odd one:-

H(~r) = ±H(f) . (25)

Therefore, HQ = ±Щ, i.e., З Я ^ = 0 or ЭШ3 = 0 for all Q e L. Hence, В = 0.
So, the neutron magnetic moment also does not process in such a crystal.

c) As follows from (17), (23), (24), the vector B, the precession frequency a)
and the precession pitch I depend both on the value and the direction of the wave
vector k. This dependence is simplified in the case of slow neutrons, when к « Q
for all Q G L — {0}. In this case (17) can be rewritten approximately as:

BW = £byfc«), 1 = 1,2,3, (2G)
J=I

whore the 3 x 3-mati!:; fty does not, depend on k:

E (ЗЯ0 x ЯЯфУ V ' l O r , i,i = 1,2,3. (27)

As hij ф bji, the matrix by cannot be diagonalized. But we can get, using (25) and
(2G):

I-D|2 = E Stjk^kM , S;j = S M i P . (28)

where 5y is a symmetric 3 x 3-matrix. So, w<: may to choose the coordinate system
where S;J has the diagonal form: S;j = SJ6;J , i,j = 1,2,3. In this coordinate
system we have:

One can sec from (29) that, in the case of slow neutrons, the precession pitch /
depends on the direction but not on the absolute value of the wave vector k.



5. One-Dimensional Case

The magnetic ordering in almost all real antiferromagnets is one-dimensional.
It means that for all Q € L:

Q=Qon , n = 0, ±1, ± 2 . . . (30).

In this case (17) has the form:

g _ lOmp'fc cos 0 ~ 5 Я „ х Шп

h*Qo ^ n\QW~ 2k2 cos2 Q) > W

where Hn = #<jort and 0 is the angle between the ordering direction QQ and the

neutron wave vector k.
In the case of 55-antiferromagnets, each of the SsHn x 3№n vectors is collinear

to Qo. SO, one of the spin eigenvectors (20) is parallel and the other is aritiparallel
to the ordering direction Qo-

If к « Qo, one may get from (30), (23), (24) the following dependence of
the precession frequency ui and the precession pitch / on the absolute value and
direction of the wave vector:

ш =
32m//2 A:

£ ад„
cos 0

_j /ь . ±\Jiii>~fJ.~ n = i " - " COS У

(32)

Now let us consider the following concrete distribution of the magnetic field

H(f):
# ( I ) *= 0 , tf<2> = tf cos(Q0x + a) , tf<3> = tf' cos(Q0z) • (33)

If tf = tf' and or = ±7r/2^ the distribution (33) approximately describes the SS-
antifcrromagnct. If H ф Н' and a = ±7r/2, the distribution (33) approximately
describes the 55-antiferromagnet [1].

In the case (33) we have:

8m/x2|tftf'sina| fc[cos0| ; _ iztfQo |Qg - 4fc2cos2 0 |
Ш ~ Qnli3 \Qo -4fc 2cos 20| ' ~ 8m2u2 |tftf'sino:| |cos0 |

(34)
Relations (34) are not fulfilled in the vir.icities of the resonant reflection points

Qo = ±2ifccos0. The expression (34) is simplified for slow and fast neutrons.

Specifically, we have for f:

/ =
8m2/x2|tftf'sina||cos0| ' ^ " " '



One can see from (32) and (35) that (35) is a very good approximation for slow
neutrons, because the summation in (32) includes the rapidly decreasing factor
n" 1 .

Let us estimate the pitch value for slow neutrons in the SS-antiferromagnct.
First of all let us note that Qo = 2n/a, where a is the pitch of the field rotation.
We know that a < 10 atom diameters [1], i.e., Qo ~ 27rlO7 cm"1. Let us take
H ~ 1011 Gs. In this case I ~ 10 cm.

6. Managing Field

Now let us investigate the neutron behaviour in the case when a small constant
magnetic field Ho is included. We shall call Ho the managing field.

In order to take Ho into account, we have to include the additional sumnmnd
—jiHocr in the Hamiltonian (4). Let us introduce this term into Ho. Let us mark:
H o — IIHQC = H o . Let \k, a >, a = ±1, be the eigenvectors of H(,. Then one can
write:

( ^ ) , « ><*,«!• (36)

We suppose that fxHo is small. It is shown in Appendix A, that in this case the
secular equation also has the form (13), but with the new matrix D'(Jc) instead of
D[k), which is given by: •

D'(k) = D{k) - jiH05 . (37)

This result means that in the case under consideration one has to substitute

В—>В-рНо (38)

in the relations (17), (23), (24) which define the energy split, the precession fre-
quency and the precession pitch.

It is evident that real management is possible if fiH0 ~ B. If цНо « В, the
presence of a constant field does not matter. If [iHo >> -O, the precession strongly
depends on the constant field Ho, and the influence of the antifcrromagnetic or-
dering becomes insignificant.

Let us estimate the value of the managing field. In the case (33) for slow
neutrons, when к « Qo, one can have:

2Qaak . (39)

If Qo ~ 2тгЮ7 cm"1, H ~ H' ~ 10* Gs, then Ho ~ 10(A:/Qo) Gs << 10 Gs.

7. Conclusion

In the present paper we have shown that the magnetic moment of the neutron,
moving in an antifgrromagnot with a spiral ordered magnetic field, slowly processes.

8



The precession pitch strongly depends on the neutron motion direction. It allows
us to distinguish this kind of procession from precession in n .small constant, field.

One may use the described effect to measure the value of the magnetic field H
in SS'-antifcrromngncts by measuring the precession pitch / (sec (35)). «is the field
rotation pitch a — 2ir/Q0 can usually, be measured by neutron resonant reflection
analysis [1].

Let us note that in order to make such measurements, one has to control the
small constant magnetic fields up to the geomagnetic field, because even a small
constant field has an influence on the precession pitch (see (3S), (39)).
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Appendix A

The Second-Order Secular Equation for the Almost Degenerate Case

We need to substantiate the substitution of expression (12) with expression
(37) in the secular equation (11) when the managing field is introduced into the
Hamiltonian. In order to do that, we have to construct a second-order secular
equation for the almost degenerate case (in [4] this equation is constructed only
for the degenerate case).

Let us consider the following Hamiltonian:

. <v •

Ho = £ (£„ + AEn)\n >< «| + £ E,,\» >< »| . (40)
П = | ! ! > ! % '

where &En, n — 1, 2,...N, are small. So, the states |1 >, |2 > |iV > are
almost degenerate.

Let Ho be pcrturbated by the small operator V. Let. us suppose that

< 7//.|V|;i>= 0 , >n,v = 1, 2,...Ar. (41)

We would like to construct zero-order eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian

H o + V. . (42)

and first-order corrections to the eigenvalues E + АЕ,„ и = 1, 2,... JV.



We will search for eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Hamiltohian (42) in the
following form:

' \ N

n=I n>N

where en and 6E arc small.
The values Сщ fn and 6E satisfy the following exact set of equations:

(AE m - SE)Cm + ]T < m\V\n > en = 0 , m = 1, 2,.. . N ; (44)

N

{Em -Ea- 6E)em + Y,< m\V\n > Cn + J2 < m | V | n > f.n = 0 , m > N . (45)

Now, let us neglect the last term in (45) because of it contains the product of two
small values. < m|V|n > and en. This leads to the following eigenvalue problem
for Ci, C'2,... C'N and eigenvalue SE:

8ECn=JTDnmCm , n = l , 2 , . . . J V , (46)
m = l

whore

•Dnm = ^ - b n 0 n m + 2_, p __ r? • (47)

Efiuation (4G) (with expression (47)) is the desired second-order secular equation
for the almost degenerate case.

Putting (2), (5), (3C) into (47), one may have (11), (37).
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Скоблнн А.А.. . - • . . . • • Е4-95-534

Нерезонансная прецессия магнитного момента нейтрона : '
в антиферромагнетике ' : .

Показано, что магнитный момент нейтрона, движущегося в антиферромаг-
нетике со спирально упорядоченным магнитным полем, медленно прецессирует.
Шаг прецессии сильно зависит от величины и направления скорости нейтрона.

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории нейтронной физики им. И.М.Франка
ОИЯИ.
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Skoblin А.А. . ; • • Е4-95-534
Non-Resonant Precession of the Neutron Magnetic Moment
in Antiferromagnets

It is shown that the magnetic moment of a neutron moving in an antiferromagnet
with a spiral-order magnetic field slowly precesses. Precession pitch strongly
depends on the value and direction of the neutron velocity. .

' The investigation has been performed at the Frank Laboratory of Neutron
Physics, J1NR. •
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